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Abstract 
The set of Hamilton graphs (having no loops) with n (22) vertices and n + k edges is 
denoted by rk and the number of distinct cycles of a graph G is denoted byf(G). Let m(k)= 
min{f(G); GELS} and M(k)=max{f(G); GELS}. Yap and Teo (1984) raised the following 
questions: (1) Is it true that m(k)=(k+ l)(k+2)/2?(2) Is it true that M(k)=2k+k?(3) For each 
integer m satisfying m(k) < m < M(k), can we find a graph G from Tk such thatf( G) = m? In this 
paper we answer the first question in the affirmative and the others in the negative. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider finite undirected Hamilton graphs having no loops. All 
notations and definitions not given here can be found in Cl]. 
Let G be a Hamilton graph and let C be a Hamilton cycle in G. Then G is obtained 
from C by adding some edges joining some pairs of vertices of C. In this paper, we 
assume that G is drawn on a plane and all edges in E(G)--E(C) are drawn inside the 
bounded region of C. These edges in E(G)-E(C) are called bridges of G. The set 
of bridges of G is denoted by B(G). When there is no possibility of confusion, we 
write B instead of B(G). The set of graphs with n (2 2) vertices and 1 B( = k is denoted 
by rk and the number of distinct cycles of G is denoted by f(G). Let m(k)= 
min{f(G); GErk} and M(k)=max {f(G); GErk}. In [2], Yap and Teo raised some 
questions which are stated in the abstract above. In this paper, we completely 
solve these questions. 
2. Some definitions and notations 
For S E B, let C, be the set of cycles containing all bridges in S and containing no 
bridges in B-S. The number of cycles in C, is denoted by g(S). We define Co = {C}, 
and hence g ($9) = 1. Let by B, then G has exactly two cycles (denoted by C(b) and C(b), 
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respectively) containing h and containing no bridges in B- {b}. Therefore g(S)=2 for 
any S_c B and JSJ=l. 
Let C’ be a cycle of G, then the bounded region of C’ is called the interior of C’ and 
is denoted by int C’. 
Two bridges b, and b2 are said to be skew if there are four distinct vertices u, v, u’ 
and v’ such that u and v are end vertices of bl , u’ and v’ are end vertices of bZ, and the 
four vertices appear in the cyclic order U, u’, v, v’ on C. 
Two bridges are said to be parallel if they are not skew. 
A set S of bridges is said to be parallel if no two bridges in S are skew. In particular, 
if 1 SI = 1, then S is parallel. 
Two parallel bridges bl and b, of S are said to be S-independent if there exists bES 
such that bl lies in int C(b) and b2 lies in int C(b); otherwise the two parallel bridges 
are said to be S-dependent. 
A set S of parallel bridges is said to be dependent if any two bridges in S are 
S-dependent. In particular, if (SJ = 1, then S is also said to be dependent. 
A set S of parallel bridges is said to be independent if there does not exist S’ z S such 
that ) S’J = 3 and S’ is dependent. In particular, if ) S I< 2 and S is parallel, then S is 
independent. 
By definitions above, if 1 S[ 62 and S is parallel, then S is not only dependent but 
also independent. Note that if 1 SI = 2 and S is parallel, then we can say that S is 
independent, but we cannot say that the two bridges of S are independent; if (S( 22 
and S is dependent, then we can say all bridges in S are dependent. 
The (vl,v,)-path which follows the clockwise orientation of C is denoted by 
CCV, 9 d. 
3. Some results of g(S) for S c B 
Let S 5 B, then the following two propositions are clearly true. 
Proposition 3.1. If there exist three bridges in S which are incident with a common 
vertex, then g(S)=O. 
Proposition 3.2. If there exist three bridges b, bl, b2 in S such that b does not skew to the 
other bridges in S and bl lies in int C(b) whereas b, lies in int c(b), then g(S)=O. 
Theorem 3.1. For any S E B, g(S) < 2. Furthermore, ifthere exist two bridges in S which 
are incident with a common vertex, then g(S)< 1. 
Proof. Since g(0) = 1 and g(S) = 2 for 1 S ( = 1, the theorem trivially holds for 1 S( < 1. Let 
ISI > 2. By Proposition 3.1, we may assume that there do not exist three bridges in 
S which are incident with a common vertex. 
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Let (S ( = t, then the t bridges in S have 2t end vertices which appear in the clockwise 
order ul, Up,... ,~,,=~~onC(weallowthat~i=~i+,forsomei~(O,1,...,2t-l}).Let 
Pi=C[Ui,Ui+l] (warning: If l)i=Ui+l, then Pi= Ui, i.e., Pi is a path of length 0), 
i=O 1 > ,-.., 2t- 1. 
If C, #8 and C’EC,, then C’ must contain exactly one of the two consecutive paths 
Pi and Pi+1 for i=O, l,... ,2t- 1 (for otherwise either C’ does not contain bridges 
which are incident with Vi+l or C’ contains the vertex Vi+l which is incident with at 
least three edges of C’, a contradiction). It follows that either U := 1 P,i_ 1 c C’ or 
Uf=~P,icC’.LetG,=S~(U:=1P,,_,)andG,=Su(U:=~P,i)betwosubgraphs 
of G, then clearly C’ can only be either G1 (if G1 is a cycle) or G2 (if G2 is a cycle), and 
hence q(S)=IC,Id2. 
Furthermore, if there exist two bridges in S which are incident with a common 
vertex, say ok, then jV(P,)I=l. When k=2i for some i~{O,l,...,t-1}, we find 
IV(P,+,)(>l, IV(P,_,)(>l (where Pk_l=P2t_1 when k=O and PO=Pzt) and 
V(Pk-l)n V(P,+,)={u,}. It follows that dc,(uk)=4. Thus G1 is not a cycle. When 
k = 2i - 1 for some ic { 1,2, . . . , t }, it follows similarly that Gz is not a cycle. Therefore 
q(S)=lC,l61. 0 
Lemma 3.1. For any S c B, eEE(C), let go(Su {e}) be the number of cycles in G con- 
taining all edges in Su{e) and containing no edges in B-S, then qc(Su{ej)d 1. 
Proof. This follows directly from the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Proposition 3.3. If JSJ 22 and there exists one bridge b in S which does not skew to the 
other bridges in S, then q(S) < 1. 
Proof. Let S1 and Sz be sets of bridges lying in int C(b) and int C(b), respectively. 
Clearly S, u Sz = S- {b}. If S1 # 0 and Sz # 0, then, by Proposition 3.2, q(S) = 0. Now 
we may assume that S1 =fj and S2 #0. Let G* be a subgraph of G consisting of c(b) 
and all bridges lying in int C(b), then c(b) is a Hamilton cycle of G* and bEE(c(b)). 
By Lemma 3.1, qG*(S2 u {b)) < 1. It is easily seen that q(S)=gG*(SZ u {b}). Therefore 
q(S)<l. 0 
4. The number of cycles in a Hamilton graph 
Let GELS, thenf(G)=CscBq(S)=C:=,, 1 sc8,,SI=ig(S).Sinceg(0)=1 andg(S)=2 _ 
for any S c B and JSI = 1, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let GEI’~, thenf(G)= 1+2(:)+Cf=, &sB,lsl=i q(S). 
Theorem 4.2. m(k)=(k + l)(k +2)/2. 
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Proof. Let GELS, then clearly g(S)>,1 for any ScB and (Sl=2. It follows from 
Theorem 4.1 thatS(G)> 1+2(:)+(5)=(k+ l)(k+2)/2. 
Let G* be a graph in rk such that B(G*) is independent. For any S c B(G*), it 
follows from Proposition 3.2 that g(S)=0 for IS)>3 and g(S)=1 for JSJ=2. Using 
Theorem 4.1, we havef(G*)= 1+2(i)+($). 
Therefore m(k)=(k+ l)(k+2)/2. 17 
Theorem 4.3. For each integer k> 1, M(k)>2k+k(k- l)+ 1. 
Proof. For k= 1, the assertion is trivial. We now assume that k>2. Let GErk be 
constructed as follows: The k bridges bi = ui uk + i (i = 0, 1, . . . , k) are drawn in such a way 
that zliuk+i are straight lines passing through a common point in int C. Then any two 
bridges of G are skew. For any S c B and 1 S 1 = 2, it is easily seen that g(S) = 2. 
Let S c B and (S( = t 3 3, then the t bridges has 2t end vertices which appear in the 
clockwise order Via, Vi,, . . . , UiZr = UioonC.LetPj=C[vij,vij+,](j=0,1,...,2t-l)and 
let G,=SU(U~=~ Pzi-l), Gz=Su(UiLhP2i). A similar proof of that of Theorem 
3.1 yields that if C’EC,, then C’ can only be either G1 or G2. If t =2r, 
r=2, 3, . . ..Lk/2]. then clearly Pj~~i,+,Uij+~+~ruPj+~ruviJ+~,vii (denoted by Cj) is 
a cycle for each j~{O,l,..., 2r- 1). It follows that both Gr = Ui= 1 Czi- r and 
G,=UI=~Cziarenotcycles,andhenceg(S)=O.Ift=2r+1,r=1,2,...,L(k-l)/2J, 
then both G1=Su(UfL:‘P2i_1) and Gz = S u( U fEO Pzi) are cycles, and hence 
g(S)=2. 
Using Theorem 4.1, we have 
‘(G’=1+2(t)+2(;)+2(;)+2(;)+2(:)f ‘-+Z(zL(k_&, +I) 
=1+2 
k 
0 
2 +2k=2k+k(k-1)+1. 
Thus M(k)>2k+k(k- l)+ 1 and the theorem holds. 0 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are solutions for the first two questions of Yap and Teo. That 
is, m(k)=(k+ l)(k+2)/2 is true and M(k)=2k+k is false for k82. 
Let M,(k)=max{f(G); GErk and G is an outerplanar graph}, then we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. MO(k) = 2k + k. 
Proof. Let GErk and let G be an outerplanar graph, then there do not exist two 
bridges which are skew. It follows from Proposition 3.3 that g(S)< 1 for any S E B 
.and ISI > 2. Using Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
f(G),<1 +2(;)+(;)+(;)+ . . . +(;)=z’+k, 
and hence Mo(k)<2k+ k. 
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Let G be a graph in rk such that B(G) is dependent, then g(S)= 1 for any S z B and 
(S I> 2. Using Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
J(G)=l+2(;)+(;)+(;)+... +(;)=2*+k, 
and hence M,, (k) 2 2k + k. 
We conclude that M0(k)=2k+k. 0 
The following theorem gives an upper bound of M(k). 
Theorem 4.5. For each integer k>O, M(k)<2k+‘- 1. 
Proof. For any GErk, it follows from Theorem 3.1 and 4.1 that 
f(G)B1+2(:)+2(;)+ . . . +2(;)=2k+q, 
Therefore M(k)<2k+1- 1. 0 
Theorem 4.6. For each integer 1 <k<4, M(k)=2k+k(k-1)+ 1. 
Proof. For 1 d k<3, we use Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 to obtain that 
M(k)62k+1 -1=2’+k(k-l)+l<M(k), 
and hence the assertion is true. 
We shall now determine M(4). From Theorems 4.3 and 4.5, we have 29 < M (4) d 3 1. 
If GErk is constructed as Theorem 4.3, then for any S s B, g(S)=2 if 1 Q JSI 63 and 
g(S)=0 if ISI=4, and hencef(G)=29. 
Therefore, suppose M(4)>29, then there is a graph Gerk such that g(B)>O, 
and hence there must exist two bridges in B which are parallel. If there exist two’ 
pairs of parallel bridges in B, then it follows from Proposition 3.3 that 
Cs~B,(sl=~g(S)~2(:)-2, and hence f(G)<1+2(?)+[2($)-2]+2(:)+2(1)=29, 
a contradiction. Thus there exists exactly one pair of parallel bridges in B. It follows 
that Is E B. ISI= 2 g(S) = 2(;) - 1. Also, a proof similar to that of Theorem 3.1 yields that 
if C’EC~, then C’ can only be either G1 (if G1 is a cycle) or Gz (if Gz is a cycle). It is 
easily seen that only one of Gr and Gz is a cycle, and hence g(B) d 1. Consequently 
f(G)d1+2(:)+[2(:)-1]+2($)+1=29, again a contradiction. 
Thus M(4)=29=24+4(4- l)+ 1 and the theorem holds. 0 
5. Several types of special graphs 
To discuss the third question of Yap and Teo, we shall introduce three types of 
special graphs. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 1 
Let r; be the set of graphs G such that (1) GELS, (2) G has exactly one pair of 
bridges bi and b, which are skew, (3) all bridges of G other than b, and bz lie in 
int C(b,), and (4) B-{bZ) 1s independent (see Fig. l(a)). 
Let r,* be the set of graph G such that (1) GELS, and (2) all bridges of G other than 
one bridge bI have the same end vertices and skew to bI (see Fig. l(b)). 
Let Tt be the set of graphs G such that (1) GELS and bI is a bridge of G, (2) exactly 
two bridges bz and b3 lie in int C(b,) and all other bridges lie in int C(b,), and 
(3) {b,,b,,b,} is dependent and B-{bZ, b3} . IS independent (see Fig. l(c)). 
Theorem 5.1. Zf Grzrk and G has two bridges which are skew, then f(G)>(kZ+5k)/2 
and the equality holds if and only if GEr; Ur:. 
Proof. Let bl and bZ be two bridges which are skew. Clearly g((b,, b,})=2. Let 
&=I?-{b,, b,}, T1={bJb&? 1 and b does not skew to bi for i = 1,2}, T2 = B1 - T1. It 
is easily seen that g(S)>1 for any SE{{bl,b2,b}(bET1}. Thus 
Also g(S)=2 for any SE{{b, b’}lbeT,, b’E{bl, b,) and b skews to b’}. 
Thus 
By Theorem 4.1, we have 
(2) 
f(G)Z1+2 ; 0 [ + k-I-ITlI+ +IT11=(k2+5k)/2. 
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If the equality in the theorem holds, then both the equality in (1) and the equality in 
(2) hold, and CSEB,IS1a4 g(S)=O. 
Since 6, and b2 are skew, b1 and bz divide int C into four regions 
int C(b,)nint C(b,), int C(bi)nint C(b,), int C(b,)nint C(b,), and int c(b,)n 
int c(b,) which are denoted by R,, Rz, R3 and R,, respectively. 
Suppose that there exist two bridges b’ and b” in T1 such that b’ lies in Ri and b” lies 
in Rj (i #j, i,jE{ 1,2, 3,4}). There are two possible cases only. 
Case 1. There exists bE{bl, b,} such that {b, b’, b”} is dependent. Clearly 
g({b, b’, b”})= I, and hence the equality in (1) does not hold, a contradiction, 
Case 2. Both {b,, b’, b”} and {b2, b’, b”} are independent. It is easily seen that 
g({br, bz, b’, b”})= I, and hence ,& E B, ,s,a4 g(S) # 0, again a contradiction, 
Therefore all bridges in T, lie in the same region Ri, for some iOE { 1,2,3,4). At the 
same time, both T1 u {b,} and T, u {bz} are independent, since otherwise it follows 
similarly that the equality in (1) does not hold, a contradiction. 
If T1 # 0, then T, =0. For if there would exist b/ET,, b”ETz and bE(b,, b,} such 
that b and b” were skew, then g({b, b’, b”j)= 1, and hence Cs~a.lsl=~~(S)BIT~I+l, 
a contradiction. Thus GEM;. 
If T, =0, then since the equality in (1) holds, &_ cg,,s,=9 g(S)=O. It follows that for 
any bET,, exactly one of bl and bz skews to b, since otherwise g((b, bl, bz ))=2, 
a contradiction. We may assume that bi skews to b, then bz and b have the same end 
vertices, since otherwise g((b, bl, bz >)> 1, a contradiction. Any b’ET, - (b}, then b’ 
does not skew to b, since otherwise g({b’, b})=2, and hence the equality in (2) does not 
hold, a contradiction. Since b2 and b have the same end vertices, b’ does not skew to 
bz, and hence b’ must skew to bl. It follows similarly that b’ and bz have the same end 
vertices. Consequently all bridges in T2 u {b2} have the same end vertices. Thus 
GET:. 
Conversely, let GETLUTZ. If GEr;, then Csc~,(sl~4 g(S)=(:)+ 1, 
CscB,,sl=2g(S)=lT11=k-2 and CSEB,(Sl$4g( )= S 0, and hence f(G)=1 +2(t)+ 
[(:)+l]+(k-2)=(kZ+5k)/2. If GET:, then 
c .dS)=NT2l+1)+ =2(k-l)+(k;1) 
SCB.(SI=2 
and CSEB,IS1a3 g(S)=O, and hence 
Theorem 5.2. If&& and there exists a set S of three bridges such that S is dependent, 
then f (G) >(k2 + Sk - 2)/2 and the equality holds if and only if GET:. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, we may assume that there does not exist two bridges which 
are skew. Let {b,, b,, b3) EB be dependent, then g({bl,b2, b3))=1. Also, let 
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B,=B-{b1,b,,b3}. IfB1=& thenf(G)=1+2(:)+(:)+(:)=11, the theorem holds. 
If Bi # 8, let b be any bridge in B,, then there exist two bridges bi, bjE { bI, bz, b3 > such 
that {b, bi, bj} is dependent, and hence g((b, bi, bj})=l. It follows that 
CsEB,,S,=3g(S)~IB11+1=k-2. By Theorem 4.1, 
f(G)> 1 +2(:)+(;)+(k-2)=(kZ+5k-2)/2. 
If the equality in the theorem holds, then &EB,,SI=3 g(S)=JB,) +l and 
Lra,,sl34 9 (S) = 0. It follows that there does not exist a set S of four bridges such that 
S is dependent. 
Let C* be the cycle containing three bridges bI, bz and b3 such that {b,, bz, b3} is 
dependent. We may assume that there does not exist a bridge lying in int C*. Because 
if there exists a bridge b’ lying in int C *, then there must exist two bridges 
bi,bje{bi,bzTb,) such that {b’, bi, bj} is dependent. In this case let C* be the cycle 
containing bi, bj and b’. Continuing this procedure, we can obtain the cycle C* 
containing three bridges which are dependent such that there is no bridge lying 
in int C*. 
Let bI, bz and b3 divide int C into four regions RI, R1, R3 and R,, where 
Ri=intC(bi) for i=l,2,3, and R,=intC(b,)nintC(b,)nintC(b,)=intC*. 
Suppose that there exist two bridges b’ and b” in B1 such that b’ lies in Ri and b” lies 
in Rj (i #j, i, jE{1,2,3}). Let kE(l, 2, 3) -{i, j}, then {b’, b”, bk) is dependent and 
g({b’, b”,. b,})= 1, and hence &Es,,s,=~ g(S)>lB, 1+2, a contradiction. 
Therefore all bridges in B, lie in the same region Ri, for some ie~{l, 2, 3). 
Thus GEM:. 
Conversely if GET:, then CSsB,ISI=2 g(S)=(:), CsEB,lsl=j g(S)=k-2 and 
&cs,,s1a4 g(S)=O. Using theorem 4.1, we have 
f(G)=1+2 ; + ; 
0 0 
+k-2=(k2+5k-2)/2. 0 
Theorem 5.3. f(G)=(k+ l)(k +2)/2 if and only if B is independent. 
Proof. Let f(G) = (k + l)(k + 2)/2 = (kz + 3k + 2)/2. It follows from Theorems 5.1 and 
5.2 that B is independent. 
Conversely, if B is independent, then it follows from the proof of Theorem 4.2 that 
f(G)=(k+l)(k+2)/2. 0 
Theorem5.4. For each integer k>4 and each integer m, m(k)<m<m(k)+k-2< M(k), 
there does not exist a graph G such that GET, and f (G) = m. 
Proof. If B is independent, then by Theorems 5.3 and 4.2,f(G)=m(k). Otherwise by 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, f(G)a(k*+5k-2)/2=(k+l)(k+2)/2+(k-2)=m(k)+k-2. 
Therefore the theorem holds. 0 
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Theorem 5.4 is a negative answer of the third question of Yap and Teo. 
We end with one unsolved problem. 
Problem. Determine M(k) for each integer k 2 5. 
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